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QUESTION 1

The IT department uses Project Online to analyze the projects they will execute the next year. Four projects with their
respective priority and costs are shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit button.) 

The team needs to get the most value from their portfolio, but some last minute restrictions could change their selection.
A mutually inclusive dependency is added between the two CRM projects. A mutually inclusive dependency is also
added between the two EPM projects. You need to assist the team in achieving the most value in their portfolio, given
the constraints shown in the exhibit. You enforce the dependencies and recalculate the analysis. Which two statements
become true? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. The Portfolio Strategic Value will be of 56%. 

B. The sum of Cost Estimate of Selected Projects will be 550k. 

C. The sum of Cost Estimate of Selected Projects will be 900k. 

D. The Portfolio Strategic Value will be of 44%. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a project manager for an organization that uses Project Online. You create a resource plan to provide high level
resource demand during the portfolio intake and selection process. Your project is now selected for detailed planning.
You complete a detailed work breakdown structure (WBS). You need to remove the resource demand from the resource
plan What should you do? 

A. Change the Calculate From setting on the resource plan. 

B. Go to Project Center and delete the resource plan. 
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C. Inactivate the resource plan. 

D. Go to Server Settings and delete the resource plan. 

E. Set the Publish flag to No on the resource plan. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are a portfolio manager for an organization that uses Project Server 2013. You plan to create weekly status project
reports for your executive team. You want to publish your report only once in Project Web App (PWA). Users must be 

able to fully interact with the report by adding or excluding fields and by changing the rows or columns fields. You need
to create a report that meets these requirements. What should you do? 

A. Create a tabular report in Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS). 

B. Create a Pivot Table report in Microsoft Excel Services. 

C. Create a graphic report in Microsoft Visio Services. 

D. Create a view in Project Center. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a project manager in an organization that uses Project Server 2013. The internal audit department plans to
review one of your projects. The audit will include a regular revision of all project documents, risks, and issues. You
need to assign read- only access to an internal auditor so the auditor can access the project\\'s Project Site only. What
should you do? 

A. Open your project in Project Professional 2013, create a new task named internal audit, assign the internal auditor as
a resource of the task, and save and publish the project. 

B. Go to your project\\'s Project Site, select the Share your Site option, and invite the internal auditor by typing the
auditor\\'s email address and selecting the Visitors group. 

C. Open your project in Project Professional 2013, include the internal auditor as a member of the project resource
team, and save and publish the project. 

D. Ask the Project Server 2013 administrator to temporarily include the internal auditor into the Administrators group,
and then remove the auditor from the group after the revision is concluded. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 5

You are a project manager for an organization that uses Project Server 2013. As part of a regular project review, you
notice that several tasks of one of your projects that should be finished are outdated. You need to update those tasks
with the exact percent complete as of today. Which three steps should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part
of the solution. Choose three.) 

A. Open the project for editing in Project Web App (PWA). 

B. Type today\\'s date in the Actual Start field for each outdated task. 

C. Open the project for editing in Project Professional 2013. 

D. Type today\\'s date in the field Update work as complete through. 

E. click the Update Project button. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

A: You can track the time that you have spent working on tasks, projects, and non- project activities by using timesheets
in Project Web App (PWA). 

D: Mark as complete. E: Update. 

 

QUESTION 6

You are a portfolio manager for an organization that uses Project Server 2013. You plan to create several portfolio
reports for the executive team. You need to ensure that your first report shows a list of all projects in your organization
with timephased information regarding how the Actual Work and the Actual Cost have varied on a monthly basis. What
should you do? 

A. Create a Project Center view with the following project fields: Name, Start Date, Finish Date, Actual Work, and Actual
Cost. Export the view to Microsoft Excel, and group the projects by using the Finish Date column. Save the file into the
Reports library in Project Web App (PWA). 

B. Create a Pivot Table in Microsoft Excel that gets data from the OLAP Portfolio Analyzer data connection. Include the
dimensions of Project List and Time, and the measures of Actual Work and Actual Cost. Save the file into the Reports
library in Project Web App (PWA). 

C. Create a Project Center view with the following project fields: Name, Start Date, Finish Date, Actual Work, and Actual
Cost. Export the view to Microsoft Excel, and group the projects by using the Start Date column. Save the file into the
Reports library in Project Web App (PWA). 

D. Create a Pivot Table in Microsoft Excel that gets data from the Project Server - Simple Projects List data connection.
Include the dimensions of Project List and Time, and the measures of Actual Work and Actual Cost. Save the file into
the Reports library in Project Web App (PWA). 

Correct Answer: B  
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QUESTION 7

You are a project manager in an organization that has recently installed Project Server 2013. The organization is new to
project management and to Project Server 2013. The organization has experience with Microsoft SharePoint task lists. 

The free form tracking method has been selected in Project Server 2013. You plan to create task assignments. You
need to implement update procedures that meet the following requirements: 

Resources need to be able to report on a task when it is completed. Resources should NOT have the ability to report on
partially completed tasks. Resources should be able to easily and quickly update project tasks. Which two update 

procedures should you implement? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Resources should go to the Tasks page of their Newsfeed. 

B. Resources should go to the Tasks page of Project Web App (PWA). 

C. Resources should enter hours in the work column. 

D. Resources should select the check box next to each task. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 8

You are a program manager for an organization that uses Project Server 2013. You work in a master project, which
contains ten sub-projects. One of your project managers makes changes to a sub-project and publishes it. You open the
master project and realize that these changes are not reflected in the master project schedule. You need to ensure
these changes are reflected in the master project. What should you do? 

A. Open the master project in Project Web App (PWA), click on the Calculate Project to calculate all changes, and then
publish. 

B. Open the master project in Project Professional 2013, click on the Calculate Project to calculate all changes, and
then publish. 

C. Open the master project in Project Professional 2013, expand all sub-projects, and then publish. 

D. Open the master project in Project Web App (PWA), expand all sub-projects, and then publish. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

DRAG DROP You are a project manager for an organization that uses Project Server 2013. You check out a project for
editing in Project Professional 2013 and discover that one resource is overallocated across three projects. You need to
determine the cause of the overallocation by using the Team Planner view to resolve the issue. Which four actions
should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate four actions from the list of actions to the answer
area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 10

You are a project manager for an organization that uses Project Server 2013. Synchronization is enabled. Project Sites
at your organization are created by a default template when a new schedule is published. You are the Project Owner of
a schedule. You have a Project Site associated with this schedule. You need to quickly change the look and colors of
your schedule\\'s Project Site. What should you do? 

A. In the Project Site, select the Edit Page option from the ribbon and modify the Project Site. 

B. Since your organization is using default Project Sites, ask the Project Server administrator to create another Project
Site template with the look that you desire. 

C. In the Project Site, select the Change the look option and modify the Project Site based on the available templates
and color schemes. 

D. Since your organization uses default Project Sites, ask the Project Server administrator to change the default look so
it aligns with the color and look you desire. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You are a project manager in an organization that uses Project Server 2013. You manage two projects named Proj1
and Proj2. You create a deliverable dependency between both projects by taking the following actions: 

You create a deliverable named Deliverable1 against a milestone named Milestone1 in Proj1. The Finish date for
Milestone1 and the Deliverable Finish date for Deliverable1 are the same. 

On Proj2, you associate a dependency that has a milestone named Milestone2 to the Deliverable1. 

After several days of work, Proj1 has been rescheduled, which moves the Finish date for Milestone1 ahead by five days.
You need to ensure that these changes are reflected in both projects. 

Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. Open Proj1 in Project Professional 2013, open the dependency panel by choosing the Manage Dependencies option
in the Task tab, and select Accept all server changes. Save and publish the project. 

B. Open Proj2 in Project Professional 2013, select Milestone2, and choose Sync Deliverables option in the Task tab.
Save and publish the project. 

C. Open Proj2 in Project Professional 2013, open the dependency panel by choosing Manage Dependencies option in
the Task tab, and select Accept all server changes. Save and publish the project. 

D. Open Proj1 in Project Professional 2013, select Milestone1, and choose Sync Deliverables option in the Task tab.
Save and publish the project. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 12

An organization has performed a portfolio analysis in Project Server 2013 by defining a list of drivers and establishing
the prioritization for next year\\'s portfolio. You are finalizing the second quarter for the next year, which is when
changes to 

the strategy will take place. For transparency reasons, the organization intends to keep historic analysis for a certain
number of years. You need to reevaluate your portfolio for the rest of the year, considering new projects and current 

executing projects. Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

Choose two.) 

A. Create new business drivers. 

B. Update or inactivate business drivers. 

C. Create new driver prioritizations for the current period. 

D. Update or delete current driver prioritizations. 
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Correct Answer: AC 
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